Ghanaian author inducted into global leadership
group

Scofray (right) interacting with Speaker of ECOWAS Parliament, Moustapha Cisse Lo
A Ghanaian transformational coach and seasoned author, Scofray Nana Yaw Yeboah, has been
inducted into the ‘New Leaders for Tomorrow’ fellowship of Crans Montana at this year’s
session in Morocco.
The prestigious honour of fellowship comes on the back of his dedicated service in disciplines
including youth development, social activism, leadership training and transformational
coaching.
The induction into the fellowship spans from 2019 to 2022, affording him undeniable access
to all Crans Montana Forum events across the world and subsequent participation in New
Leaders’ Special Programs dedicated to youth challenges as well as support from the NLT
Fellowship to develop partnerships from their respective countries, a privilege which will
enhance his capacity and abilities in the varied areas as he specializes in.
The Crans Montana Forum (CMF) is a Switzerland based international organization which
encompasses current and former presidents, prime ministers and business moguls as well.
This year’s edition which happens to be the 5th was widely attended by dignitaries including
the former Chancellor of Federal Republic of Germany Gerhard Schroeder, Haitian Prime
Minister Henry Céant, Vice-President Jewel Howard Taylor of Liberia and the Honourable
Speaker of the ECOWAS Parliament, Moustapha Cisse Lo.
This year’s session was characterized by special sessions and plenary discussions which took
place from 14th -17th of March 19, 2019 under the distinguished patronage of His Majesty
King Mohammed VI on the theme “Building a Powerful and Modern Africa Dedicated to Its
Youth”.
Speaking to the media after being conferred the honour of induction, Mr. Yeboah indicated
that the recognition will revive his unwavering commitment for Africa’s development by
spurring him and his colleagues.

“It is a renewal of our selfless service to raise new leaders and deepening our conviction,
passion and drive for Africa’s collective development. Such a prestigious honour also calls for
extra efforts to run the race as well as uphold the pedigree of Crans Montana Forum as an
exemplary young leader.”
He further challenged the youth of Africa to use media to broker result oriented partnership
in order to trade among themselves so that the wealth of Africa can circulate and develop the
continent.
He added that “Africa is the highest young populated continent in the world, which makes the
youth our most valuable asset, so all efforts must be towards their development and this calls
for investing in their total being.”
Scofray, as known by many is a young man of many parts. He is currently pursuing Advance
Diploma in Leadership with Institute of Commercial Management (ICM) – UK, was listed
among Ghana’s Top 100 speakers in January this year by Speakers Bureau Africa. He is the
president for Koforidua SECTECH old students association and Eastern Konnect, an
amalgamation of old students association for secondary schools in eastern.
He is the lead facilitator for Zoweh Global Consult as well as the president and Lead Trainer
for SLIT Africa an NPO based in Bloemfontein South Africa.

